EXECUTIVE MASTER OF GLOBAL MANAGEMENT: SPACE LEADERSHIP, BUSINESS AND POLICY

GLOBAL EXECUTIVES FOR THE SPACE ECONOMY

The modern space race has the massive economic potential that the internet did in the early 1990’s and the added allure of turning science fiction into reality. The commercial space industry is now the primary focus of many of the world’s most successful tech entrepreneurs, notably Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos. Investors are pouring billions into a space economy that is forecasted to grow to nearly $3 Trillion over the next two decades. These massive investments have created significant opportunities for high paying jobs.

GLOBAL MANAGEMENT, EVOLVED

As an experienced professional executive, you know the power of a global mindset. Create worldwide value for yourself and broaden your personal brand by studying the intricacies of global management and space leadership with world-renowned faculty and a cohort of exceptional peers. Learn, travel, and collaborate to earn this elite, specialized degree.

OPENING AND GRADUATION 5-DAY RESIDENCE MODULE

17 CLASS WEEKENDS (FOR 2022 CALENDAR)*

*Alternating in person and virtual live class sessions

1 WEEK FIELD STUDY AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

July 24–30, 2022

4 SPACE LEADERSHIP COURSES

GLOBAL INDUSTRY LEADERS SPEAKER SERIES THROUGHOUT

APPLIED LEARNING & NETWORKING

Space Cluster Challenge Laboratory

Inter-galactic Field Seminars

Alumni and Industry Networking Events

Space Business Innovation Projects

Contact us today for more information
admissions.tbird@asu.edu | +1 602 496 7100 | 800 457 6966 | thunderbird.asu.edu/Graduate

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED: 33
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF GLOBAL MANAGEMENT
SPACE LEADERSHIP
thunderbird.asu.edu/Graduate

PROGRAM COURSES:

SPRING SEMESTER
- Global Personal Leadership Journey
- Space for Future Global Leaders
- Global Technological Strategy
- Global Space Policy and Law

SUMMER SEMESTER
- Communicating and Negotiating Across Cultures
- Space and Global States and Markets

FALL SEMESTER
- Global Marketing and Data Analytics
- Global Space Entrepreneurship and Sustainability
- Global Finance and Accounting
- Global Personal Leadership Development
- Global Challenge Lab

Thunderbird Integrative Experience: Personal Leadership Development Plan

TUITION & FEES
Program Cost: $67,207
Program cost excludes: textbooks, travel, lodging, global field seminar/Global Challenge Laboratory. Tuition subject to change.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Submit an online application with resume and transcripts from prior degrees. Qualified candidates will receive an interview with faculty and staff.

Applicants are evaluated by faculty on the following criteria: Thunderbird fit, academic ability, and value to the cohort.

ADMISSIONS PROFILE
8+ years work experience
No GMAT required
TOEFL required for non-native English speakers

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

PROGRAM CALENDAR

January '22

February '22

March '22

April '22

May '22

June '22

July '22

August '22

September '22

October '22

November '22

December '22

- Opening Residence Module (LA Campus)
- In Person Class Weekend (LA Campus)
- Virtual Class Weekend
- Field Study at Kennedy Space Center
- Graduation Residence Module

Contact us today for more information
admissions.tbird@asu.edu   |   +1 602 496 7100   |   800 457 6966   |   thunderbird.asu.edu/Graduate